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Statement of the Issue 

Whether the trial court committed reversible error by permitting the prosecution to enter into 

evidence a medical screening form, not produced to Defendant during discovery, which purports to 

reflect statements made by Defendant to jailers during the booking procedure. 
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Statement of the Case 

On July 27, 2016, Defendant/Appellant Sergio Gonzalez was convicted of aggravated assault in 

the Pontotoc County Circuit Court and sentenced to serve 20 years in the custody of the Mississippi 

Department of Corrections. (C. 93). 1 

On August 24, 2016, Defendant filed a Notice of Appeal with the Pontotoc County Circuit Court. 

(C. 189). 

On September 6, 2016, the Mississippi Supreme Court assigned this matter to the Mississippi 

Court of Appeals. 

1 As used herein, "C." refers to the Clerk's record, "R." refers to the Reporter's Record, and "R.E. Tab" 
refers to the Record Excerpts prepared by Defendant. 
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Statement of Facts 

Defendant Sergio Gonzalez ("Defendant") and Gina Rodriguez ("Gina") 2 married in 2010 and 

have three children together. (R. 148-51 ). On August 9, 2014, while Defendant and Gina were still 

\ 

married but separated, Defendant appeared at their home to find Gina with the alleged victim, Andres 

Gonzalez ("Andres").3 (R. 152). Gina and Andres had previously had an affair during Gina's marriage to 

Defendant, which resulted in a child that Gina falsely led Defendant to believe was his. 4 (R. 133-134, 

151, 179). While there is conflicting testimony as to exactly what happened next, the parties agree that, 

upon arriving at the home, Defendant entered the living room, saw Andres with Gina, and asked to see 

Andres' face (R. 124, 165). Defendant testified that Andres, who is much larger than Defendant5
, then 

stated "Here I am. Do you want something from me?" (R. 199). Defendant testified that, fearing for his 

safety, he grabbed two kitchen knives and a struggle ensued during which Andres incurred stab wounds. 

(R. 125, 199-203). The struggle concluded once Andres released his lock on Defendant's hands, at 

which time Defendant left the house. Id. Four days later, Defendant voluntarily turned himself into the 

Pontotoc County Sheriffs office where he was booked into jail. (State's Exhibit marked S-15). 

Defendant was charged with aggravated assault and, on July 26-27, 2016, a trial was conducted. 

During trial, the Defendant testified on his own behalf and, on cross-examination, when asked if 

he sustained any injuries in his struggle with Andres, Defendant testified that he received a bite-mark on 

2 Individuals are referenced herein by first name only for the sake of clarity. No disrespect is intended. 

3 Defendant and Gina were living apart in accordance with a Protective Order issued on August 7, 2014, which 
granted Gina use of the marital residence. (Exhibit S-14). 

4 During Defendant and Gina Rodriguez's marriage, Gina's affair with Andres Gonzalez produced a fourth child 
that Defendant was falsely led to believe was his for over three years until, after they divorced, Gina sought to 
terminate Defendant's parental rights because the child was, in fact, Andres Gonzalez's. (R. 151, 179). 

5 Defendant is 5'3" tall, and weighs 135 lbs. (Exhibit S-15, p. 2). Andres is 5'8" tall, and weighs approximately 185 
pounds. (R. 139). 
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his arm and some bruising. (R. 208-210). The prosecution then called as rebuttal witnesses Lynn Parrish 

and Tyler Reed, the jailers that prepared Defendant's booking paperwork upon his admission to the 

Pontotoc County jail. Ms. Parrish testified that, as part of the booking process, she asked Defendant a 

series of questions regarding his physical health as instructed on a medical screening form jailers are to 

complete as part of the booking process. (R. 224; R.E. Tab 3). Ms. Parrish also testified that, upon 

booking Defendant into jail, she did not notice any bite-marks or bruising. (R. 223, 226; R.E. Tab 3). 

The prosecution then handed Ms. Parrish State's Exhibit 16, the medical screening form (or the 

"Medical Form") allegedly used during Defendant's booking process. (R.E. Tab 4). The Medical Form 

was left unsigned, undated, and no portion of it was filled out other than to indicate Defendant's name, 

date of birth, nationality and sex. Id. The Medical Form was not produced to defense counsel during 

discovery or at any other time prior to trial. (R. 226; R.E. Tab 3). 

Ms. Parrish initially testified that she did not complete the Medical Form. (R. 222; R.E. Tab 3). 

· She then testified that she in fact asked Defendant the questions on the Medical Form but, because he 

answered them all in the negative, and because she did not notice any cuts or bruises on his person, she 

did not mark anything on the Medical Form. (R. 225-226; R.E. Tab 3). 

Despite the fact that the Medical Form had not actually be completed, signed or marked in any 

way ( other than to identify Defendant); that it allegedly reflected statements made by Defendant; and 

that it had not previously been produced to defense counsel, the prosecution requested that it be entered 

into evidence. (R. 226; R.E. Tab 3). Defense counsel objected based on the prosecution's failure to 

produce the Medial Form during discovery, and the prosecution countered that the Medical Form was 

admissible as rebuttal evidence. (R. 226-227; Tab 3). The court overruled the objection and received the 

Medical Form into evidence as Exhibit S-16. (R. 226-227; R.E. Tabs 3-4). 

Defendant was convicted of aggravated assault. (R. 271 ). 
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Summary of the Argument 

Uniform Rule of Circuit and County Court Practice 9.04 requires that the prosecution produce to 

Defendant during discovery all statements made by the Defendant. Because the Medical Form purports 

to contain statements made by Defendant, the prosecution was required to produce it to defense counsel 

during discovery. Instead, the prosecution withheld the Medical Form, then set an improper ambush 

wherein the prosecution elicited testimony from Defendant regarding injuries he sustained during his 

altercation with Andres, which it then rebutted by introducing the Medical Form. 

Further, because the Medical Form was never actually completed by the jailers, the trial court 

erred by admitting it as substantive evidence that the jury could consider as proof that Defendant in fact 

incurred no injuries as purportedly indicated on the Medical Form. 
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Argument 

The Trial Court Erred By Receiving the Medical Form into Evidence. 

a. Because the Medical Form Was Not Produced to Defense Counsel During Discovery, it May Not 
Be Entered Into Evidence at Trial. 

Because the Medical Form, which purportedly contained Defendant's statements regarding his 

physical health, was not produced to defense counsel prior to trial, the trial court committed reversible 

error when it received the Medical Form into evidence. Uniform Rules of Circuit and County Court 

Practice 9.04(A), "Discovery," in relevant part states: 

[T]he prosecution must disclose to each defendant or to defendant's attorney, and permit 
the defendant or defendant's attorney to inspect, copy, test, and photograph upon written 
request and without the necessity of court order the following which is in the possession, 
custody, or control of the State, the existence of which is known or by the exercise of due 
diligence may become known to the prosecution: 

· 2. Copy of any written or recorded statement of the defendant and the substance of any oral 
statement made by the defendant; 

Further, where the state has failed to come forward with material it was obliged to produce, that 

evidence is inadmissible, and its wrongful admission renders a conviction reversible. Acevedo v. State, 

467 So. 2d 220,224 (Miss. 1985) (citing Harris v. State, 446 So. 2d 446 (Miss. 1984)). 

Defendant, on November 6, 2014, served the Assistant District Attorney with a Motion for 

Discovery, requesting the above (among other things). (C. 15). The Medical Form, however, was not 

produced during discovery, despite the fact that it purportedly reflects a "statement of the defendant and 

the substance of any oral statement made by the defendant." The prosecution's rebuttal witness, Lynn 

Parrish, testified regarding the statements Defendant made to her which are purportedly reflected in the 

Medical Form: 
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Q: And it was your job that day to book him into the jail? 

A: Yes, sir. 

Q: Would you tell the jury what that process consisted of[?] 

A: When they come into the booking room, we have to get their name, their address, 
their Social Security number, their date of birth, any emergency contact, plus their 
medical history, if they have any kind of disease, take any kind of meds on a regular 
basis. And then we have to lock their property down. And then we have to ask them 
a question, whether they are going to hurt theirselves [sic], and if they are, then we 
have additional questions that we have to go through. 

Q: Okay. And as part of this process, are there forms that you complete or prepare? 

A: Yes. They are on the computer. We have a computer program that generates all of 
this. 

Q: So while you're booking that person, in this instance booking Mr. Sergio Sebastian 
Gonzalez, are you asking him these questions? 

A: Yes, sir. 

Q: So [the Medical Form] is part of the forms you're completing while he's sitting 
there beside you? 

A: Yes, sir. 

Q: Or in front of you? 

A: Uh-huh (Indicating yes.) 

Q: And is that a document that you generate in the course of your duties there as the 
booking officer? 

A: Yes, sir. 

Q: There is a section here, section one, that says ask the detainee, then there's a series 
of questions. Do you ask them those questions? 

A: Yes, sir, we do. 
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Q: And, for example, the first one says, have you seen a doctor in the last year. Had he 
indicated yes, would you have marked that on here? 

A: Yes. And we would even ask him if he had a regular doctor. It would have been 
filled out if he had a regular doctor. 

Q: But he didn't indicate that he'd seen a doctor in the last year? 

A: No, sir. 

Q: The next question says, are you having any pain. And it's not marked at all. Is that 
because he didn't indicate to you that he was having any pain? 

A: Correct. 

(R. 218-219, 225-226; R.E. Tab 3). The prosecution then, over defense counsel's objection, entered the 

Medical Form into evidence. (R. 226-227; R.E. Tabs 3-4). 

Because the Medical Form purportedly reflects Defendant's statements, its production was 

required under Rule 9 .04. As noted in Acevedo, supra, where the state has failed to come forward with 

material it was obliged to produce, that evidence is inadmissible, and its wrongful admission renders a 

conviction reversible. 467 So. 2d 220, 224. The prosecution's claim that the Medical Form is admissible 

rebuttal evidence does not absolve it of its duty to produce the Medical Form during discovery. 

b. The Prosecution's Use of the Medical Form on Rebuttal Amounts to An Improper Ambush. 

The prosecution's withholding of the Medical Form and related testimony regarding Defendant's 

lack of injuries was an improper ambush, sprung after the prosecution elicited testimony from Defendant 

regarding his injuries. The Mississippi Supreme Court has noted that "the purpose of discovery is to 

avoid unfair surprise or trial by ambush." Brooks v. State, 748 So. 2d 736, 740 (Miss. 1999). Here, 

defense counsel, prior to trial, had discussed with the State's attorneys that Defendant had sustained 

injuries during the altercation, but did not have admissible photographic evidence of those injuries. 

Armed with such knowledge, the state's attorney on cross-examination elicited testimony from 

Defendant that he sustained some bruising and a bite-mark during his altercation. (R. 208-210). 
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Knowing he would testify that he had indeed sustained a bite mark and some bruising, the prosecution 

then, under the guise of "rebuttal evidence," introduced the Medical Form, which purportedly contained 

Defendant's statements and purportedly reflected no bruising or bite marks. 

Any evidence of Defendant's lack of physical injury should have been presented as part of the 

prosecution's case in chief because its primafacie case required a showing that Defendant did not act in 

self-defense. See Hosford v. State, 525 So. 2d 789, 791 (Miss. 1988) ("We first note that the State was 

obligated to present all relevant evidence bearing upon [Defendant's] guilt as part of its case in chief, not 

initially through cross-examination of the defendant and his witnesses, and then offering evidence of 

such conduct in rebuttal."). Instead, the prosecution set to ambush Defendant during its cross

examination and rebuttal. Such acts were in violation of Rule 9.04, and the spirit of the Mississippi 

Supreme Court's decision in Hentz v. State, 489 So. 2d 1386, 1388 (Miss. 1986), where the court 

provided that: 

An important question in discovery ... is who is going to determine whether or not tapes or 
written instruments are .. .important to the defense, if counsel is unable to see, hear, or know 
what is contained therein? Is the State attorney the only person who will make that 
determination? We think not. The Court now declares that as a matter of good practice and 
sound judgment in.the trial of criminal cases, prosecuting attorneys should make available 
to attorneys for defendants all such material in their files and let the defense attorneys 
determine whether or not the material is useful in the defense of the case. We direct the 
attention of trial judges to this problem and suggest that they diligently implement this 
suggestion in order to dispense with costly errors, which might cause reversal of the case. 

By failing to disclose the Medical Form (and related testimony) until trial, Defendant was denied 

the opportunity to review its contents ahead of trial and prepare accordingly. Had the Medical Form 

been produced, Defendant would have had ample time to prepare to examine Ms. Parrish regarding her 

use of the Medical Form, why she failed to see Defendant's injuries, and why she in fact failed to 

complete the Medical Form. Instead, it was withheld during discovery and sprung on Defendant during 

rebuttal testimony, giving him and his attorney only minutes to review. Given that Defendant cannot 
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speak English, Defense counsel had no meaningful opportunity to review the exhibit with Defendant to 

determine why it or Ms. Parrish failed to document his injuries. Should this Court hold that the 

prosecution was under no duty to produce the Medical Form, or that such evidence may be properly 

introduced in rebuttal without prior disclosure, it would be creating an exception to Rule 9.04(A)(2) and 

encourage ambush tactics such as those sub judice. 

c. The Trial Court Erred by Admitting the Medical Form without Limiting Its Use. 

Because the Medical Form was not actually filled in or otherwise completed, it should never 

have been admitted into evidence for the jury to use as substantive proof that Defendant did not sustain 

any injuries. Ms. Parrish testified that she did not actually complete the Medical Form: 

Q: Did you complete a medical form when booking Mr. Sebastian Gonzalez? 

A: No, Sir. 

Q: Okay. And you didn't because you didn't personally observe any injuries or 
scratches or anything that may have needed medical attention? 

A: No, sir. 

(R. 222; R.E. Tab 3). 

Still, despite Ms. Parrish's testimony that she did not actually complete the Medical Form, and 

despite the fact that it did not reflect any substantive information whatsoever, the trial court entered it 

into evidence for the jury to consider as substantive proof that Defendant did not sustain any injuries. 

The Medical Form, however, could not be used for that purpose, as it was admittedly not completed. 

The Medical Form was left unsigned, undated, and no portion of it was filled out other than to indicate 

Defendant's name, date of birth, nationality and sex. Even though Ms. Parrish testified that she asked the 

questions reflected on the Medical Form, she did not note Defendant's responses by marking "N" (for 

no) to all the questions to which she claimed he responded "no." At most, the Medical Form was a mere 

demonstrative tool to show the jury the questions Ms. Parrish claimed to ask Defendant. Instead, the trial 
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court erred by admitting the Medical Form into evidence, without any limitation on its use, and the jury 

was (improperly) free to consider it as proof that Defendant did not sustain any injuries. 
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Conclusion 

For the above reasons, Defendant respectfully requests that this Court hold that the trial court 

committed reversible error, remand the matter for a new trial, and order any other appropriate relief the 

Court sees fit. 
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